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TENG TOOLS
- Our customers
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Our clients range from major industry leaders 
to respected vehicle manufacturers and the top 
names in racing and rally. 
 Teng Tools is widely preferred by industrial 
buyers around the world. Here you can read 
stories of  some of  our customers and why they 
chose Teng Tools for their daily work.
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“EASY TO ORGANISE, RIGHT PRICE LEVEL 
AND PERFECTLY GOOD QUALITY – EVEN 
FOR OUR NEEDS.”
Daniel Söderberg, team leader, Mobile machines



Anyone who questions whether Teng Tools roller 
cabinets can stand up to a lot should pay a visit 
to the copper mine at Aitik in Gällivare, Sweden. 
There you will find some 30 Teng Tools cabinets 
being used for the repair and maintenance work 
of  all kinds of  very heavy machines and 
vehicles. And according to the staff  that are 
using them the cabinets meet their demands very 
well in both functionality and quality. 

Aititk copper mine, owned by the Swedish 
company Boliden AB, is situated 15 km 
south east of  Gällivare in the northern 
part of  Sweden. The mine is the largest open 
cast mine in Scandinavia and is also one of  
the largest copper mines in Europe. Aitik 
has around 570 employees as well as some  
subcontractors and is Gällivare County’s  
biggest private employer today.
 Around two years ago the workshop 
that looks after repair and maintenance was 
looking for a good mobile tool concept and 
Teng Tools complete tool cabinets were their 
preferred choice.

Can stand tough environments
- We are very satisfied with the cabinets, 
says Daniel Söderberg, team leader for 
Mobile machines, a department that can 
be described as the mines own in house  
workshop when it comes to servicing in Aitik.
 The cabinets are easy to organise, they are at 
the right price level and the quality is perfectly 
good enough, even for our needs. You should 
know that we have very high demands as we 

TENG TOOLS CAN 
STAND UP TO A LOT

work in a tough environment with heavy 
machines, explains Daniel.  
 Daniel’s guys, around 6 persons, are  
responsible for the ongoing maintenance 
and repair of  graders, wheel loaders,  
crawler tractors together with some smaller 
machines. To help Daniel and his crew 
also have subcontractor PON Mining who 
have full service contracts with regards 
to the repair and maintenance of  all  
Caterpillars bigger trucks and wheel loaders.  
PON Mining has 35 men that work in 
shifts to take care of  the fleet of  30 trucks,  
carrying from 200 to 320 tons, as well 
as wheel loaders.

30 cabinets
Together they have more than 30 complete 
TCMM1001N Mega Master 1,001 piece tool 
kits. All the kits are then added to with air 
tools and miscellaneous special tools to suit 
each repairman’s unique needs and function.
 One might say that we completed and 
refined the cabinets with some bigger tools 
and larger sizes, explains Daniel Söderberg.
  His colleague at PON Mining, Tomas 
Savolainen, who is a buyer and responsible 
for spare parts has also only good things to 
say about the tool concept.
 - What made us decide for Teng Tools was 
the complete solution of  high quality to a 
reasonable price. One might say that we got a 
lot of  tools for the money.
 And you might say that Teng Tools can 
stand up to a lot.
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VOLVO CARS GO FOR  
TENG TOOLS
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A co-operation agreement between Volvo Cars 
and Swedish retailer chain TOOLS ensures 
that all Volvo Cars’ production and main-
tenance units in Sweden will exclusively use 
the Teng Tools product range when it comes to 
standard hand tools.

- There are several reasons behind this 
agreement, says Bo Warenius, responsible for 
the stock optimisation project at Volvo Cars.
 - We wanted to create uniformity between 
all factories within the group, in order to be 
able to decrease the number of  suppliers and 
get good purchase volumes. The most important 
thing though, was to find an optimal assortment, 
with regard to quality, range and price.

According to Bo Warenius, the stock 
optimisation project is part of  a bigger 
picture in which the central organisation 
within Volvo works with a so called 
Commodity Management Supplier concept,   
CMS for short, which includes common 
sourcing, where different products are purchased 
across the group. In close co-operation with 
TOOLS West and their  salesman Fredrik 
Wennberg, part of  Teng Tools range has 
been tested at Volvo plants with good 
results. After the tests, the maintenance 

directors at Volvo’s four plants in Sweden 
(Torslanda, Floby, Skövde and Olofström) 
decided that Teng Tools would be the brand 
used when it comes to hand tools.
 - It is a win-win situation for all parties 
involved, in this case Volvo, TOOLS, Teng 
Tools and Luna, says Bo Warenius.

SRM-catalogue
Orders are placed by the plants via requisition 
directly to TOOLS West locally for next day 
delivery. Everything is done according to an 
internal hierarchical order, to keep track of  all 
orders and purchases.
 - The plan is to design a catalogue in SRM, 
with a customised assortment of  the most 
high volume hand tools, to make it easier for 
purchasers and users to order from TOOLS 
West, Fredrik Wennberg explains.
 - We will continue to roll out the CMS 
concept to our plants outside of  Sweden, for 
example in Belgium, says Bo Warenius. 
 - Our goal is to have a common IT-system 
where we have full control of  everything 
between our plants.

A positive reception
At a joint one-day exhibition at Volvo 
Torslanda in Gothenburg, hosted by TOOLS 
West and representatives from both Luna and 

Teng Tools, the end users at Volvo were invited 
to take a closer look at the product range.
 - The response we got was very good and 
we feel confident that Teng Tools is a brand 
to count on in the market. We know that 
force of  habit can be hard to break when 
it comes to using a new hand tool, but in 
this case we are convinced that it will work 
out just fine, says Fredrik Wennberg. And  
considering the response from one of  the fair 
visitors - “When you see this you just want to 
start working!” – the change of  hand tools 
will probably not be a problem.

According to Karin Klouman at Teng Tools, 
another positive effect is that the end users 
contribute to product development by letting 
Teng Tools know which new products they 
need and also help in refining the existing 
products with constructive criticism and 
suggestions.

So it really is a win-win situation.



The Volvo Cars China Technology Centre 
features a modern design and state-of-the-art 
tools and machinery. It has been in operation 
in Shanghai’s Jiading district for more than two 
years. Bo Warenius was on hand at the Volvo 
Cars China office recently, to provide a tour and 
a rundown of  the centre’s operations.

“The Chinese market has become more and 
more important, and everyone knows that 
China is the country of  the future. We are 
now trying to learn about Chinese culture, 
to understand Chinese customers, and to get 
to know what they need and want,” says Bo 
Warenius.
 And with more than 30 years of  experience 
in the fields of  manufacturing, marketing, 
R&D and purchasing, he should know.
 The workshop is covering an area of  
3,000 square metres. It has a number of  
workstations and features a modern design 
and state-of-the-art tools and machinery. 
Even the rubbish cans are well organized. 
Volvo also has strict rules about safety 
in the workshop, “Safety is a principle for 
everything at Volvo,” says Bo. 
 In 2011, Volvo was the world’s fastest 
growing luxury car brand. China has become 
one of  the biggest markets in the world for 
Volvo. Now, the company is entering a new 
stage of  development and fast growth.
 Bo says Volvo won’t be compromising 

A STATE-OF-THE-ART WORKSHOP!

on quality during the growth process, but 
adds: “It’s a big challenge and involves a lot 
of  work. We need to be professional, we need 
to make good-quality cars for Chinese people 
just like we have done for every other market.”

Text: Crystal Yan

Facts Volvo
Volvo, a leading global car brand with a 
history of  86 years, has a reputation for 
manufacturing safe cars. The Swedish brand 
is behind countless safety and environmental 
innovations, and it has been a market leader 
in Europe and the United States for half  
a century, recognised for premium quality and 
Scandinavian modern design.

“Volvo won’t be compromising 
on quality. Even the rubbish 
cans are well organized” 
Bo Warenius

Facts Bo Warenius 
He has more than 30 years of  experience in 
the fields of  manufacturing, marketing, R&D 
and purchasing. Bo has worked for Volvo in 
various positions. Before he moved to China 
he held a position within Indirect purchasing 

as Project manager. He came to China full 
time in September 2011 as Senior Manager at 
Volvo Cars China.
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When Börjessons Bil in Alingsås gears up for 
the future, Teng Tools’ roller cabinets definitely 
have a place in the new workshop. A visit to 
their new and modern premises lets us see how 
things are working out so far.

This year Börjessons Bil turns 60, which they 
celebrate with new premises. Now all of  their 
brands - Volkswagen, Audi, Seat and Skoda - 
fit under the same roof.
 - We want to keep up with the fantastic de-
velopment that our cars and products stand 
for, and now we are also able to develop even 
further, says Mattias Börjesson, CEO of  
Börjessons Bil in Alingsås, about their new 
premises.

Among other things, the move has resulted 
in more spacious workplaces in the workshop 
and a chance to look over the entire work 
environment regarding for example work 
benches and tool cabinets. Mattias Börjesson 
says he associates Teng Tools with quality and 

functionality, and that he finds it especially 
exciting to actually be neighbours in Sand-
bergsvägen in Alingsås.
 - We are very happy about this cooperation 
and Teng Tools has been very responsive 
when it comes to adapting their products. 
They have been keen on getting into the car 
business, says Mattias Börjesson.

Keeping it neat is everything
Mechanic Michael Gustafsson got the chance 
to try out one of  Teng Tools’ rolling tool cabinets 
before the move, and he really liked how it 
looked and functioned in the workshop.
 - It clears up workspace and also there is 
no debris afterwards, since the cabinet goes 
back under the bench when you go home. 
Everything is tidy, which is great. Before, one 
could accumulate quite the amount of  debris. 
Keeping everything neat and tidy is key, I 
think; this is our work environment after all, 
says Mikael Gustafsson.

Bright red handles
The space where they used to have wall cabinets 
can now be used for workbenches instead, 
which Mikael thinks is a big advantage. But 
changing your tool cabinets is not done in 
an instant. Especially not if  you have been a  
mechanic for 18 years, as Mikael Gustafsson 
has. So far, it has only been just over two 
months since the move so everything has not 
quite fallen into place, but already the risk 
of  misplacing tools is decreasing.
 - It is very easy to see if  something is 
missing since each tool has its own slot. You 
can just quickly check the car you have been 
working on and easily find the missing tool. 
The colourful handles is another advantage. 
Many other brands have the dark handles. 
These are bright red and much easier to see, 
so you don’t really forget them in the car.
 - I already know that I really like this, and 
learning the new system has been real quick, 
says Mikael Gustafsson concludes.

TENG TOOLS IN NEW COOPERATION 
WITH BÖRJESSONS BIL
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The success story of  Teng Tools continues 
in Europe. The latest example and satisfied  
customer is to be found in Ireland in Irish Rail 
and their maintenance team.
 –For us Teng Tools stands for good value 
for money. The tools are cost effective and  
reliable and we have never had any problems  
with broken or troublesome tools, says the  
maintenance manager of  the depot in Drogheda, 
County Louth. 

Irish Rail operates the national service  
department for all trains in Ireland and in 
total has seven maintenance depots with 69 
people in Drogheda, County Louth. 

Four teams of  9 people are responsible for 
the running maintenance and exams. There 
are also two teams of  two for deferred works 
and fault finding. They are all responsible  
for the servicing of  all diesel railcars every 

48 hours, by visual inspection and fluid level 
checks, every 14 days the sets are under frame 
checked concentrating on bogies and brakes. 
Every 115 days the sets are stopped for filter 
and oil changes and an in depth exam lasting 2-3 
shifts. There is also a team of  8 craft workers  
who are responsible for heavy maintenance 
tasks such as engine and bogie changes.

To do this work they have some 40  
Teng Tools sets containing among other  
Teng Tools sockets, ratchets and spanners,  
hex keys, screwdrivers and pliers. 

Further equipment will be sought from Teng 
Tools as the fleet maintained in Drogheda is 
planned to grow over the coming months and 
years.
 - We see no reason to change our tool  
policy as we have had no faults or  
incidents up to now. The staff  is satisfied with 
the  equipment and the support here in  
Ireland is good. For example the recalibration 
of  torque wrenches is done within a week,  
explains the maintenance manager who 
is the man that saw to it that Irish Rail  
started to use Teng Tools. 
 - Teng Tools are a trialed and tested  
product  and we see a continued relationship  
between our maintenance depot and Teng 
Tools, concludes the maintenance manager.

GOOD VALUE FOR MONEY
- Teng Tools fixes the trains in Ireland
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The deal was successfully completed  
during the Autumn of  2009, it was a close 
co-operation between Stefan Bengtsson at 
AB Gamla Jernboden in Ronneby and Olof  
Nilsson, sales person at Luna.
 At that time the flight technicians at 
F17 in Ronneby were looking around for a 
smarter and more modern solution for their 
tool storage. They chose Teng Tools. 
 -We chose Teng Tools cabinets thanks 
to their mobility, flexibility and quality, says 
Magnus Kjellson, Division Manager at FM 
LOG who is responsible for the aircraft 
maintenance at F17.
 The cabinets were initially purchased 
without tools so that each individual  
technicians could choose the right tools 
for their particular job. A process that 
is ongoing as they continue to add and 
change tools so that they can find the most 
optimal solution. 
 - Within aviation we have a wide range 
of  special tools for Jas 39 Gripen, therefore 
the cabinets need to be hand picked. Every 
tool – both special tools and standard tools 
– have their special place in the cabinet to 
be able to control that all tools are back on 
their place after an operation on the aircrafts. 
 If  they are not the flight planes are 
not allowed to leave the hangar. We must 
be organised. If  you are not an organised  
person this is not a place for you, says  

JAS TECHNICIANS CHOSE TENG TOOLS
- as they wanted to be organised 

Magnus Kjellsson.
And this is not hard to understand as every 
aircraft has a value of  up to half  a billion. 
When we asked Magnus how many aircraft 
they manage at F17 he is not so keen to answer  
as this is a secret.
 -Let’s say like this, our politicians have  
decided that we should have approximately 
100 fighter jets in Sweden and we have three 
air force squadrons in this country then you 
may count and guess by yourselves, he says 
and laughs.
 All flight technicians are civilian but hired 
by our armed forces, to get their certificate  
as an approved technician they need to 
complete a four year flight technicians  
education to high school level and then a 
further two years education at a Wing.
 In addition to general supervision/ 
inspection of  the aircraft, that takes place  
after every 200 hours in the air, the  
technicians also repair and adjust possible 
modifications such as software development. 
 Work that is done with close co-operation 
between the manufacturer and the pilots.
 Considering that every aircraft has 40 
computers one can understand that there 
is some work to do and so it is not a bad 
idea to have access to good tools and have 
good control on them. Something that the 
Teng Tools concept has undeniably, made 
easier for them.
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The flight technicians at Wing F17 in the 
Swedish town of  Ronneby recently chose to 
exchange all their old tool cabinets for new 
ones from Teng Tools. In total 26 mobile 
cabinets with different sizes and  contents to 
suit individual flight technicians needs and 
requests were purchased.  
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“WE CHOSE TENG TOOLS CABINETS THANKS TO 
THEIR MOBILITY, FLEXIBILITY AND QUALITY.”
Magnus Kjellson, Division Manager, responsible for aircraft maintenance



In Skene, thirty minutes from Gothenburg, lies 
according to the top motoring experts, Sweden’s 
most exclusive Ferrari authorized car workshop 
–  von Brauns Sports Cars AB.  Apart from 
the car workshop von Braun Sports Car AB 
have specialised in the supply of  new and used 
Pagini, Ferrari, Lamborghini, Wiesmann, 
Maserati and Mustang cars.

A visit to Torbjörn von Braun and von Braun 
Sports in Skene is undeniably something  
extraordinary. As well as the fantastic cars 
in the car showroom you see a workshop 
that will leave one full of  awe. Here reigns 
a cleanliness and a structure that can usually  
only be seen amongst Formula 1 teams.  
Shining workshop floors, height adjustable 
lifts, laptops and shiny red Teng Tools 
cabinets are a decent framework to the 
Ferrari range. At the moment the workshop 
is full of  luxury cars that will all be delivered 
before spring. 

An authorized Ferrari workshop
Von Braun Sports Cars AB – or in this case 
Remo Special, is a member of  the group 
that is one of  Ferraris few approved and 
authorised Ferrari workshop in Sweden and 
Norway. As one of  these members they 
have become famous for their precision 

VON BRAUN SPORTS CARS AB
- An oasis for sport cars lovers

work and customer focus.
 A workshop of  this kind has enormous  
demands from both Ferrari and from customers.  
It is not just anybody that gets a car like this 
and the demands are therefore high, says Bo 
Andersson, service manager. 
 The profitability in the workshop is good 
with a profit margin over 10% and 
the market share for Ferrari service is 
approximately 57% in Sweden and around 
64% in Norway. A quality controlled 
service system was introduced from 2007, 
which will be developed and has the aim 
of  being a quality assurance according to 
ISO standard.

Not for low price hunters
Von Braun Sports Cars target group is not 
the low price hunters. Rather the ones who 
want the best ever, quality conscious and 
taking very good care of  their sports car, 
explains Torbjörn von Braun, who started 
his business in Skene together with a friend 
in the middle of  the 80’s. The company 
took the name Remo Special and worked 
towards special renovations on collector’s 
cars, customizing and racing and prototype 
constructions. Some of  Sweden’s most  
successful exhibition cars were built by 
them and in this way they also got valuable 
knowledge and experience of  the need for 
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“THE CABINETS ARE EASY TO MOVE AROUND  
AND WORK WITH, AND WE CAN BUILD OUR  
OWN TOOL KIT.”
Bosse Andersson, von Braun Sports Car AB



Teng Tools cabinets were chosen
In the hyper modern workshop, half  a dozen  
full-fledged service technicians, with different  
specialism’s, are working. All of  them have, 
on several occasions, been to Italy to achieve 
more Ferrari specific knowledge. 
 -Ferrari is quite unique and has special 
solutions so we need to be updated all the 

a strong brand. Remo Special still lives as a 
brand name within von Braun Sports Cars  
operation concerning renovation, racing and 
prototype construction.
 Some 10 years ago von Braun Sports 
Cars expanded its premises and today 
covers 2000 sq meters, they have also built 
a complete new sales site. 

time. When you change the timing belt for 
example you need to lift the whole motor 
out, explains Bosse it the workshop. 

They do also have an Italian in Skene. In  
the department for motor- and gearboxes, 
Donato de Desimeis is responsible for making 
sure that everything is running smoothly. 
 -New contacts with top mechanics are 
taken continuously. Our aim is to hire two 
or three more qualified mechanics within a 
short time as we have much work to do.
 A good salary, team feeling and a positive  
mood are important facts when chasing the 
best manpower. 
 To keep up the perfect image in the 
workshop von Braun Sports Cars has  
recently invested in four complete Teng 
Tools cabinets. 
 -As well as the fact that the cabinets fit 
into the environment, they are perfect as we 
can build our own tool kit and they are easy 
to move around and work with, says Bosse 
Andersson. 
 For those who are interested and 
want to read more about von Brauns 
Sports Cars we can recommend a visit to  

www.vonbraun.se 
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Three years ago Swedish retailer chain TOOLS 
concluded a national agreement with the Sandvik 
Group. The agreement specified, amongst other 
things, that Sandvik replaced its range of  
Bahco products with Teng Tools.  One thing 
that tipped the balance was a comment from 
a purchaser at Sandvik who said; “if  Tony 
Rickardsson can use Teng Tools then it must 
be good stuff ” end of  quote. 

Sandvik used to own Bahco and used the 
brand name Sandvik Bahco. But five years 
ago Sandvik decided to focus on its core 
business and sold the hand tools business 
area to Snap on. Bahco stayed as a phenomenon  
within the group due to its long tradition.  
Bahco was the heart of  the business. 
Therefore, Erik Holmvall, KAM Sandvik at 
TOOLS did not have any big hopes to break 
this tradition. 

The second largest employer in Sweden 
- Through the national agreement we got the 
possibility to make an extensive range review, 
in other words to take away duplications, 
check quality, pricing, etc. of  the Sandvik 
stock in Sandviken, says Erik Holmvall.
 And this is no ordinary stock. The 
turnover for the stock is 100 million 
Swedish crowns a year and provides most of  
Sandviks productions plants with machines, 
tools and supplies. 6,500 people work 
there which makes the unit Sweden’s next 
largest employer after Volvo Torslanda in 
Gothenburg. And here TOOLS got in with 
the Teng Tools range. 

How did you succeed with this? 
 - We invited down all category decision 
makers from Sandvik to Alingsås to let 
them see the Teng Tools exhibition. It was 
then that one of  the buyers at Sandvik said 
the now often quoted words about Tony 
Rickardsson and everything was clear, says 
Erik Holmvall and laughs. 

One complaint in three years 
When the decision was taken Teng Tools 
became the standard range at Sandvik and 
the majority of  Bahco products were replaced. 
 The conversion has been better than  
expected and even the most Bahco-friendly 
users seem to be satisfied with Teng Tools 
according to Erik Holmvall. 
 - We have during the years had ONE 
complaint, that was on a 16 mm socket, 
but you should remember that we deliver 
approximately 4,000 Teng Tools products 
every year. A very good result I would 
say. Other impressive figures came up 
when Erik and his colleagues made some  

calculations which showed that costs  
reduced by 20-30 % for hand tools for Sandvik.
 
Direct delivery 
Today deliveries are made directly from the 
product companies to Sandvik. On-line  
orders made before 12.30 are delivered the 
next morning. 
 - About half  of  everything that is  
ordered is delivered directly and the rest 
is so called “to-order products” that go 
through TOOLS Sandviken. Our main 
task is to present and recommend new 
products. We have one man working 
full time who is dedicated to working 
with Sandvik. So it really is an important  
customer, ends Erik Holmvall.

SANDVIK CHANGED TO TENG TOOLS
- With the help of former world champion Tony Rickardsson

TOOLS Sandviken Marcus Ekqvist,  
Daniel Tjus and Bosse Larsson.
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In the summer of  2008 the Swedish company 
MK Mek in Falkenberg invested in three large 
Teng Tools cabinets and 20 individually designed 
top box tool kits for the staff. An investment 
of  roughly 200.000 Swedish crowns (€20,000) 
– all to get the team more organised and at the 
same time to increase the employee’s responsibility 
for their tools. To help a little further, if  the 
employee takes good care of  the tool kit it might 
become his own after a couple of  years. 

MK Mek is a well-managed and relatively 
young mechanical workshop (established 
in 1990) located in Falkenberg where the 
8 employees plan, develop and construct 
according to customer’s requests. MK Mek 
offers total responsibility for productions, 
surface treatment, assembling and delivery 
of  complete machines as well as small 
components. Among the services they offer 
you will find CNC lathing, milling,  
processing in conventional machines, 
sheet metal- and welding work as well 
as surface treatment.

Getting better organised
The pace within the production industry is 
very fast – so it is at MK Mek. This makes the 
tools and accessories “circle around” at quite 

BOTH SOFT AND HARD VALUES
- when MK Mek invested in Teng Tools Cabinets

a speed depending on where in the company 
something is going on. Previously a large 
part of  the working time was spent looking 
for the tools. This was something that  
irritated the staff  and not least the owner 
Magnus Karlsson. 
 - We had to find a more rational way to 
handle our tools and in that way get better in 
organising, he says.
 The idea of  investing in Teng Tools cabinets 
came up when TOOLS Wijklunds had a 
customer event to show their offer
 - I felt right away that the Teng Tools 
concept with its flexibility could suit our  
daily work and business. The top boxes 
could even be ordered tailor-made to suit 
each employees needs and requirements, 
explains Magnus. 
 Said and done – three months after the 
event the business was done. On the buying 
list were three complete Teng Tools cabinets 
and twenty top boxes. 

They all have their own top box
An additional advantage is that each 
employee has his own top box with his 
own personal lock. And if  the employees 
look after the top box well they will after a 
few years get the offer to have it for their 
own personal use. 

- This will hopefully contribute to better  
responsibility and also that you take better 
care of  it, says Magnus trying to expalin the 
thoughts about the personally equipped boxes.
 The response from the employees has 
been very good.
 - Perfect, says one of  the employees.
 - Now I have my own tools that I use daily 
and I have them next to me all the time.
 And this is possible as the company has 
also made their own mobile desks on which 
the boxes can be placed and that easily can 
be pulled along from machine to machine.

An investment in the staff
Magnus Karlsson, who is both Managing 
Director and owner of  MK Mek, consider 
the venture not only as an investment in the 
cabinets and boxes with their tools but also 
as an investment in the staff. 
 - Today it is difficult to get hold of  
qualified manpower and I would like to 
show that we in this way care about our 
staff  and hope also to get them to feel more 
solidarity with the company and then also 
remain with us in the future.
 Does anyone doubt that MK Mek has 
good conditions to do just this….?
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KONE ELEVATORS AND TENG TOOLS
- together to new heights

At KONE’s elevator factory in Hyvinkää, 
Finland, they produce each year more than 
3,000 elevator cages for delivery worldwide. 
And we are talking about everything from 
extremely luxuriously equipped elevators to 
ordinary goods and transport elevators. All the 
work is done by 70 fitters who each have their 
own fully equipped Teng Tools cabinet at their 
disposal.

KONE is one of  the world’s leading  
companies within the elevator and  
escalator industry with almost 34,000  
employees in more than 50 countries and a 
turnover of  roughly 5 billion euros. 
 The KONE group is still family owned 
and nowadays is listed on the Finnish  
stock exchange. 
 During the last century they have worked 
closely with their customers and have  
created industry leading elevators,  
escalators, automatic building doors and 
innovative solutions for modernisation and 
maintenance.

Elevators of  all kinds
The plant that manufactures elevator  
cages is located in Hyvinkää, Finland, 
100 kilometers north of  Helsinki. Each 
year more than 3,000 elevator cages are  
manufactured for different applications 
and shipped by land and sea all over the 
world. 40% of  the elevators are standard 

cages while the majority consists of  specially  
designed elevators including elevators 
made of  glass, steel, granite and so on 
and equipped with all sorts of  different  
equipment such as TV monitors, music 
systems, mirrors, lights etc. 
  
Get organised
Some 70 fitters produce and finish the 
different cages and they, the fitters, 
have their own special specialisation in  
different fields and so need different tools 
and equipment.
 To get better organised with their  
equipment and to streamline the production  
process, three years ago the company  
initiated a dialogue with the local TOOLS 
reseller in Hyvinkää, who suggested the 
Teng Tools concept as a good solution 
to the tool problem. The fitters were very  
satisfied with the Teng Tools proposal and 
as a result each fitter was given a tool cabinet  
that contained all the tools and accessories 
that each fitter requested.
  
Only good testimonials
And the superlatives from the users came 
immediately according to Peter Bäckblom, 
sales manager in Finland. 
 - Mostly it is the quality, flexibility and 
mobility that the customers highlight. 
Then you can add that the Teng Tools  
concept creates good order among the 
tools, machines and accessories. Some of  

the fitters have also fitted their cabinets 
with a side panel for all sorts of  storage of  
screws, washers, bolts etc, says Peter. 
 - The cabinets are personal and equipped 
with a unique numeric combination  
lock, which has made the fitters feel 
great responsibility for their cabinets and 
the contents. 

Refilling of  the cabinets in the production 
area is done continuously, especially during the 
summer period, when the extra staff  are in.
  
300 elevators to Mecca
For the moment the pressure is on in 
the elevator factory as the economy for 
them really has turned – not least in the  
construction business where there is a lot 
to do. And this is something that makes 
KONE’s elevators even more sought after.  
Among many things they are involved in 
a very exciting project in Mecca close to 
Kaba where an enormous building is being 
constructed consisting of  hotels, shopping 
malls and various entertainment facilities. 
 In this building there will be more than 
300 elevators with Kone as the supplier. And 
to keep up the pace it is good for all fitters 
to keep track on their tools and machines – 
something that Teng Tools concept creates 
the best conditions for. 
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Since 2002 the Teng Tools tools concept has 
been an important part of  AS Tallinks 
Groups fleet of  19 ships that cross the Baltic 
Sea. One might say that it was love at first 
sight as the relationship started with the ship 
Romantika. Since then products from the wide 
range of  Teng Tools can be found in both Victoria 
as well as Baltic Princess and Baltic Queen.

AS Tallink Group is one of  the largest  
shipping companies in the Baltic area - both 
for passengers and for freight. The Estonian  
company has some 6,800 employees and 
operates on seven routes between Estonia,  
Finland, Sweden, Latvia and Germany.  
Today the fleet consists of  19 ships under 
the name of  Tallink and Silja Line - during 
the operating year 2009/2010 they carried 
8.4 million passengers. AS Tallink Group 
also has four hotels in Tallinn and one in 
Riga as the hotel chain Tallink Hotels.

Fits hand in glove with our needs
Since B&B Tools Estonia AS first started its 
operations in Estonia 1998, the close and 
good co-operation with Tallinks has been 
excellent. The manager who looks after  
this can testify to that.

– On every ship there is need for a wide 
range of  tools, machines, accessories and 
other equipment for on-going maintenance 
and then our comprehensive MRO concept  
(Maintenance, Repair and Operations,  
editor’s note) with Teng Tools as a key part of  
the programme fits hand in glove with our 
needs. From the very beginning these  
particular ships are equipped with the best 
tools and equipment there is on the market, as 
some of  the strongest players come together.
 Other important success factors and 
competitive advantages for us has been  
excellent availability, logistics and the 
product quality.

What type of  tool are we talking about and how and 
by whom are they used?
– We talk about needing a whole range 
of  mechanical hand tools especially in the 
ships service workshop but also in other 
departments. The users are repairers and 
fitters and the tools are used particularly for 
maintenance and repairs. 

Why do you think they chose Teng Tools?
– Teng Tools is an integrated part of  our 
offer within the segment hand tools and 
the product has fulfilled the customers high 

TENG TOOLS AT SEA
- Important components in Tallinks on board machinery

demands on good performance – and at a 
reasonable price. 

How does the co-operation work and are the  
users satisfied?
– The co-operation works very well. We  
have, over the years, established good 
relations with the ships staff, which has 
created an ever improving development 
of  our co-operation. Our role is, and always 
has been, to listen to the users demands to 
be able to offer the exact solution. And I do 
know that the users are very pleased with the 
tool quality and performance.
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DO YOU KNOW WHY ONE OF LATVIA’S 
LARGEST TRANSPORT SERVICE CENTRES 
CHOOSES TENG TOOLS?

ZK 9 is one of  the largest commercial transport 
service centres in Latvia, specialising in post-
warranty repair as well as the preventative 
maintenance of  trucks, trailers and buses. 
Needless to say, this high quality service centre must 
choose their partners with great care. Here, in 
their own words, the ZK 9 Unit Manager and 
the Repair Area Manager let you in on why they 
went for Teng Tools: 

How long have you been using Teng Tools tools and 
why?
 Vladislavs Kuļešovs, Unit Manager at ZK 
9: ”We have worked with Teng Tools since 
our opening five years ago. Originally Teng 
Tools were chosen because of  the good name 
and corresponding price.” 
 Konstantīns Čikrizovs, Repair Area 
Manager at ZK 9: ”In order to meet customers’ 
requirements, ZK 9 operates non-stop, 7 days 
a week. We repair 22-45 transport units a day. 
We need tools of  outstanding quality that 
are reliable and have favourable guarantee 
conditions. Over these years, we have 
appreciated the good co-operation with 
suppliers and tool maintenance performers 

 – if  any of  the tools break we know  
that the Teng Tools suppliers meet their 
commitment so that we can continue our 
service work uninterrupted.”
  
What do the service staff  think about Teng Tools?
 Konstantīns Čikrizovs: ”We are about a 
hundred mechanics at ZK 9 who work with 
50 Teng Tools roller cabinets completed with 
TC trays and I have to say we have nothing to 
complain about, nothing at all actually. Since 
we are so many, it is very important to keep 
track on all tools. Teng Tools clever system 
makes this easy for us – we always know 
where we have our tools.
 Vladislavs Kuļešovs: ”I know that our 
mechanics also appreciate the ergonomic and 
comfortable design; these tools never slip 
out of  your hands due to the rubber handles, 
and they are easy to work with in all weather  
conditions – even if  the car gets to the 
service at minus 30 degrees Celsius.”

What would make you replace Teng Tools for 
another brand?
 Vladislavs Kuļešovs: ”Haha, that’s a bit of  
a provocative question – to be honest, we are 

always looking for the best options and the 
best deals, and in searching we have come to 
the conclusion that the tool price and quality 
of  Teng Tools is the most suitable for us as 
one of  the leading service centres in Latvia.”
 Konstantīns Čikrizovs: ”In order to 
guarantee the quality of  our work, it is 
important for us to know that we use high 
quality parts and are working with the best 
tools. In addition, the business relationship 
with Teng Tools vendors and service  
operators has grown into friendly co-operation 
and we are not willing to change it.” 
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In China truck factories are often located 
in remote places; if  tools or parts break or 
disappear, it is difficult to quickly find new ones 
that measure up. Therefore, when TruckCam 
became a supplier to Sichuan Hyundai Motor 
Company’s plant in central China, TruckCam 
had to think twice as smart to ensure the delivery 
schedule was met.

Thanks to their innovative and effective 
products Swedish TruckCam has become one 
of  the worlds leading suppliers of  wheel 
alignment equipment for heavy vehicles. 
Today, the company exports its products to 
more than 35 countries.

In the middle of  nowhere
After many years of  successful co-operation 
with Hyundai in Korea and its companies 
in China, TruckCam was selected as the 
supplier of  measurement equipment to 
Sichuan Hyundai Motor Company’s factory 
in central China.
 - Like most truck factories in China this 
factory was located in the middle of  nowhere, 
says Thomas Vernersson, General Manager 

TWICE AS SMART
- One of the secrets behind TruckCams success in China

of  TruckCam. In such places, it is always a 
challenge to find tools or parts if  something 
breaks – if  you also have high demands on 
quality, as we do, it is virtually impossible, 
Thomas adds.
 The installation at the plant was scheduled to 
take three weeks; as always TruckCam’s ambition 
was to exceed expectations. To successfully keep 
to the schedule they had to be extra prepared 
and organised.

Teng Tool supplied the solution
Along with Teng Tools TruckCam came up 
with a simple yet clever solution:
 - To avoid costly delays due to broken or 
lost tools, we chose to invest in two sets of  our 
most commonly used tools, Thomas explains. 
Teng Tools also supplied an excellent storage 
cabinet with additional space for other 
equipment.
 - We could not have been more satisfied, 
Thomas adds. Thanks to Teng Tools organised 
storage system, we never spent any unnecessary 
time searching for tools. In fact this time we 
were finished before estimated time.
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For most people, the best is good enough. For a 
few, only the very best will do. When working with 
some of  the world’s most prestigious car brands, it 
goes without saying that all equipment and tools 
used in production must be of  the highest quality 
throughout.

Farsund Aluminium Casting (FAC) have an 
impressive customer base. For example, how 
about getting to work for Jaguar, Bentley, 
Ferrari, BMW, Audi, Rolls Royce, Mercedes 
and Porsche on a daily basis?
 - We deliver suspensions for all these cars. 
That is our speciality. The suspension is cast 
around a core of  sand, which means that we 
manufacture parts that are hollow, casting  
aluminium around the core, says Einar Johansen, 
area manager at FAC’s casting workshop, 
who has the overall responsibility for all 
maintenance of  the moulds in the workshop.

Tools for supercars
With demanding customers, great tools are 
also required. It is therefore natural for FAC 
to use Teng Tools.
 - Previously, we have used several different 
types of  tools. A few years ago we started us-
ing Teng Tools to a greater extent, and today 
we have eight tool cabinets for our 24 em-
ployees. Teng Tools provide good storage and 
tools at reasonable prices.
 Johansen says that the brands they work 
for have no formal requirements as to which 
tools are used, but that FAC themselves use 

THE WORLD’S BEST CARS REQUIRE  
THE WORLD’S BEST TOOLS
– When you need to keep your equipment in order and your tools in their right places

the tools they deem the best.
 - And there are also a few special tools 
that we have modified to gain access in tight 
spaces, but Teng Tools’ product range is very 
wide - they have most of  what you may need. 
And the tools are solid and durable, and that 
is important to us.

High quality and orderliness
One of  the major benefits of  Teng Tools’ 
roller cabinets, Johansen says, is that all the 
tools are kept in specific slots. The compartments 
in the cabinets are also great, making it easy to 

find the tools and put them back in the right 
spot: A must when several mechanics use the 
roller cabinets. We work across a large area 
and the cabinets are easy to roll around. High 
quality, good price, fast service  
 - Johansen has no trouble recommending 
Teng Tools to other companies.
 - We are, without a doubt, very satisfied 
with the tool cabinets that we have here at 
FAC, he concludes.
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Qoros Automobile Academy in Shanghai, is a 
State of  the Art training center built to support 
the Qoros 4S (Sales, Service, Spare parts and 
Systems) Dealership roll-out and give the dealers a 
first and lasting impression about the Qoros. 
 Chris Waldron, responsible for building 
and running the Academy and his lead trainer 
Jacky Zhou was on hand to talk about their 
project. Teng Tools is doing its part in providing 
a high quality well organized working environment. 

“Qoros is a new brand on the market and the 
Training Center is often the first real point 
of  contact, with Qoros, so it is extremely  
important the EVERYTHING is top notch 
and solidifies the feeling of  quality, premi-
um and attention to detail” Chris Waldron 
elaborates when asked about the why Qoros 
decided to make a big investment in a brand-
new training center.
 “Since the Academy serves as an extension 
of  the brand, building the Academy we had 
to consider every detail; from flooring in the 
workshop (3 layers of  paint) to double glazing 
and insulated walls in the training rooms n 
(to provide a quite learning environment)”.  
 “Everything in the Academy reflects on 
to the brand”. 

QOROS ACADEMY
– First impressions lasts

The New Premium
Qoros prides themselves on being “The 
New Premium” this means that Engine, 
Design and Safety (one of  the best ever 
N-Euro cap tested) has to reach or Exceed 
those of  leading European brands. Jacky 
further elaborates, “Our strongest customers 
are from the so called ‘Post 80s’ generation. 
They are open to new brands and have 
embraced new technology. ‘Qoros Cloud’ 
which lets the driver to always be connected 
to the car as well as the outside world is an 
important part of  this strategy”. 

Another important aspect to Chris when 
designing the Academy was to “make the 
Dealership staff  recognize themselves 
everywhere. Everything from flooring to 
the small negotiating rooms is same as those 
in the actual dealerships”. Choosing Teng 
Tools for the training workshop was a natural 
step in the overall strategy since the brand 
stands for Quality and an Organized work-
space, furthermore Teng Tools is the authorized 
tool brand for the dealerships.  

Both Chris and Jacky are aware of  the road 
ahead of  them “the reality is that Qoros 
Automobile is a new brand and the Dealer-

Facts about academy:
Build for max capacity of  135 
students divided in to 9 training 
groups at any given time.

ship staff  that come here have previous 
experiences from other famous brands on 
the market. The Academy is therefore a 
powerful tool to give a strong first impression, 
dispel old myths (impress on the Dealers 
the first-class facilities and equipment). So 
far we feel that it has been a success and the 
general feedback from the dealers is that the 
training center is best one they have seen”.

Chris Waldron: working for TTi 
Experienced from building training centers in 
Australia and China, most recently involved with the 
successful Jaguar Land Rover training center.



When you’re responsible for maintenance and 
repair of  vehicle and ground equipment supplies 
at the exposed Andøya air base in the north of  
Norway, it’s important to keep things tidy and to 
always know where all your tools and equipment 
are. A forgotten spanner on the runway could be 
catastrophic and lead to loss of  life.

Former mechanic Waldemar Lind Hansen began 
his military career in 1978, and is today in 
charge of  purchasing for 133 Wing. His unit 
maintains air base equipment that allows the 
military’s six Orion P-3 reconnaissance planes 
to take off  and land safely.
 – The Orion planes are our main task. But 
we also maintain and repair all the specialist 
vehicles that keep the runway open, particularly 
in winter, and equipment connected with: fire 
engines, snowploughs, sweepers and what are 
known as brake-testers, which check conditions 
on the runway, for example, if  it’s icy. In other 
words, we do everything to do with runway 
maintenance.
 In an environment like that it is important 
to always have full control of  even the smallest 
details. Tools are no exception.
 – Previously we had a different supplier 
of  tool boxes and roller cabinets. These had 
open compartments and loose sections. This 
means it was difficult to keep the tools neat 

and tidy, and we didn’t have things properly 
organised.

Specially-made tools – for safety
Lind Hansen says they started to get things 
in order when they began using Teng Tools. 
Every tool has its own permanent place. 
This makes it easier to keep an eye on things, 
which increases safety levels.
 – When we needed to replace our tools, 
Teng Tools offered us a good deal on tool 
sets. So we have now bought eight 1001 sets 
and two large workshop roller cabinets. Now 
no one here uses any other kind of  tool.
 As the name suggests, there are 1001 
different pieces in the tool set. One of  the 
great advantages of  Teng Tools is that the 
roller cabinets are specially made for the 
tools, but according to Lind Hansen, Teng 
Tools are also very flexible if  they want to 
change something.
 – Of  course, we have different work  
stations, and we use both standard tools and 
specialist tools. When we buy something new, 
it comes in a box with a moulded shape it is 
meant to lie in, so all we have to do is put it 
straight into the roller cabinet. That makes it 
safe and simple for us.

You need to have control of  your equipment
Hansen emphasises that it is important to 

have a good overview when repairing and 
maintaining ground vehicles and planes.
 – When we open all the drawers we can tell 
at a glance if  any tool is missing. If  we drop 
something on the runway it could have serious 
consequences, so we have to always have it 
under complete control. And since we 
always know where all the tools are we are 
also more efficient in our work. In addition, 
we each have our own tool set, and no one 
roots around in someone else’s things. It 
means we don’t have to borrow from each 
other, which is also good for safety, he says.
 And the very fact that the tools attend 
to safety is important for avoiding both 
accidents and delays.
 – On their recommendation we have also 
suggested improvements to Teng Tools. We 
have always received the equipment we asked 
for, and we’ve always got them really fast.

“Those are expensive machines you 
look after. Are only the best tools good 
enough?”
 – Yes, of  course. Good tools are half  the 
job, and so I say: I am so happy with them 
I use Teng Tools at home as well, concludes 
Hansen.

“GOOD TOOLS ARE HALF THE JOB”
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The new PSRX race service tent is not only a 
wonder of  highly organised efficiency – it has 
already become a renowned, very professional-
looking eye catcher that attracts a lot of  visitors 
who want to sneak a peak of  the smooth work 
flow, as well as of  three times World Champion 
Petter Solberg himself.

Petter and his chief  mechanic Ole Johan 
Rustad approached Teng Tools with ideas for 
a new race service tent to optimise their work 
flow. Teng Tools has sponsored PSRX with 
tools and storage solutions for many years, 
and designing this service tent together took 
the co-operation even further.
 The primary goal was to eliminate all the 
hassle of  looking for tools and spare parts, to 
save time. PSRX simply wanted everything to 
be so well organised that it would be virtually 
impossible so put a tool back in the wrong 
place. And all of  it had to be quick and easy to 
set up, and then load up again after the race.
Ready, Steady, Go!
 The workshop area of  the 200 m2  
service tent is divided into three zones, or 
stations, with tools and spare parts organised 
according to the Ready, Steady, Go concept. 
The first station is placed the furthest away, 
the second one closer to the car, and the third 
one – the Go zone – as close to the mechanics as 
possible, keeping the tools they need for the 
current job right next to them when working 

on the car. 
 The cabinets are equipped with customised 
protective hoods for safe transportation and 
are custom-fitted with for example extra storage 
options and waste baskets based on the 
team’s needs. There are also cabinets fitted 
with built-in air hose and cord reels, which is 
both neat and handy. And in the back, behind 
a glass panel, the technicians have a clear view 
of  the service area while analysing all the data 
needed.
 Designing and equipping this tent was 
a great project, and Petter and his team are 
very happy with the outcome. Now they 
know exactly where everything is at all 
times – even in the kitchen section, since 
that too is equipped with Teng Tools cabinets! 
PSRX race service tent is an excellent  
example of  our Ready, Steady, Go concept, 
as well as of  the importance of  getting  
organised, and so far the other teams have yet 
to catch up with a similar solution.

GETTING ORGANISED AT THE RACES
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Thanks to a organisation consultant and products 
from Teng Tools, Lantmännen Reppe service 
workshop in Lidköping has undergone a major 
transformation. With distinct work zones, 
where each thing and each task has its defined 
place, the work flows more smoothly than ever!

”A workshop reorganisation has been in the 
pipeline for some time,” says Pär Andersson, 
one of  the a service guys in the workshop, 
and these drawings got to form the foundation 
when Pär and his colleagues undertook the 
improvement process together with Teng 
Tools’ organisation consultant Malin Augustsson.

Order in three zones
Ready, Steady, Go! is a method that Teng 
Tools has designed to make workshops more 
efficient, and the method underwent extensive 
testing in Teng Tools’ sister company Luna’s 
workshop during the development. 
 In short, the system divides the workplace 
into three zones. Necessary but rarely used 
tools are stored in the Ready zone. Tools that 
are used every day are kept in the Steady zone, 
and this should be close to the third zone, Go, 
where the work is done. This way, fetching and 
putting tools back is quickly done.

Analyse, sort and upgrade
“Much of  the work involves marking and 
sorting everything into categories, and then 
putting everything in the right place,” says 
Malin Augustsson about the process, which 
also entails analysing the workflow and deciding 
what needs to be used when – and how to 
maintain the new organisation.

For the guys at Lantmännen Reppe, re-
organisation meant a sometimes tough but 
altogether very appreciated development of  
their workplace, and they all took the task 
very seriously. In addition to sorting and  
clearing, the Ready, Steady, Go! method 
revises work practices, plans the different 
zones and then upgrades the workplace. The 
result? A smooth workflow that saves both 
time and money.

Separate workbenches and distinct stations
An important part of  the new workshop 
organisation at Lantmännen Reppe was that 
the full-time employees would have their own 
workbenches. “We used to have a shared 
workbench in the middle of  the room and it 
could get a little crowded at times,” says Björn 
Ekholm.
 A somewhat disorganised storage area 
and deliveries that were placed right inside 
the door did not facilitate the work either: 
“Sometimes, coming in to work, you would 
stumble on boxes,” says Per Axelsson. “But 
now we have arranged for all deliveries to be 
placed outside.”
 Still, the main part of  the process was to 
sort, clean up and discard. “It was great having 
Malin here,” says Per. “A tough foreman 
made it easier to focus on the sorting.” And 
after the teamwork the workshop now looks 
very different. “Now we have our own work 
benches and distinct workstations. We have a 
welding zone that we can wall off  and in the 
storage area we can find what we need when 
we need it.”

Saving time and money
“We still have some work to do, but we are 
very pleased with the results we have achieved 
together with Teng Tools”, says Magnus 
Fransson, maintenance manager at Lantmännen 
Reppe, and he confirms the experiences of  
Pär Andersson and his colleagues in terms of  
time savings and economic gains:
 “While we did not have utter chaos here 
before, it is clear that the guys save time by 
not having to look for things. The work flows 
more smoothly, and we don’t order supplies 
that we do not need. It will also be easier for 
all the extra staff  when everything has its own 
specific place. “

Further development of  the “Get  
Organised” concept
With functional storage systems and smart 
structure ideas, Teng Tools help customers 
keep their tools and workplaces in order. And 
with Ready, Steady, Go! Teng Tools takes the 
well-known concept “Get Organised” one 
step further:
 “This is a way for us to broaden our offer 
and to consolidate our market position,” says 
Morgan Johansson, project leader at Teng 
Tools. “It is great to see how well the method 
works, to see the difference it makes and the 
actual savings – in terms of  both time and 
money.”

READY, STEADY, GO
– how Pär, Per and Björn got a new workplace
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TENG TOOLS CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE
- Our customers in selection

SWEDEN 
Volvo Car Corporation  car manufacturer
SAAB Microwave Systems AB  electronic defence systems
Llentab AB steel building construction
Försvarsmakten  the Swedish Armed Forces
Santa Maria AB  flavoring company
Von Braun Sports Cars AB  sportcar sales
Sandvik engineering group
Koennigsegg  Swedish hypercars
Carlsberg  brewery
Euromaster  tyre retailer
Bombardier Transporation  
Sweden AB 
Atlas Copco Rock Drills AB 
Billerud AB Packaging material

NORWAY
Norsk Hydro metal production
Norske Luftførsvaret Bodø  Norwegian air defence
Technip offshore
Tine Mejerier dairy production

DENMARK
E.Pihl & Son A/S  contracting
Rigspolitiet state national police force of Denmark

FINLAND
UPM  United paper mills
ABB power and automation technologies 
Kone elevators & escalators
Komatsu Forest forest machines
Finnlines shipping operator

ESTONIA
Tallink shipping operator
ABB  power and automation technologies
Ericsson electronics production 
Estonian Defence Forces
Moller Auto VW sales and service
Tartu Kutsehariduskeskus technical school
Volvo Estonia truck sales and service
Intrac  forest, construction and material 
  handling machines
Dotnuvos Projektai AS agricultural machinery 
E-Profiil metalworking industry, equipment for  
  the offshore oil and gas industry
Konekesko Eesti agricultural machinery
Catwees Honda sales and service

LATVIA
Intrac Latvija  dealer of John Deer, CASE  
  construction, Manitou
R Grupa forest harvesting
Latvenergo electricity supply and maintenance
CATA public transport
Dotnuvos Projektai dealer of CASE agriculture
Storent rental company
Swecon construction machines
ZK 9 truck service
Sveaskog forest harvesting
Auto Halle dealer of Hyundai, Isuzu,  
  Peugeot, Suzuki
LEC construction service
Kreiss transport & logistic
Ošukalns reseller and road construction

LITHUANIA
Baltic Flight Academy training for pilots
Intrac, construction, dealer and service
Witraktor Caterpiller tractors, dealer and service
Intersurgical safety equipment for medicine
Ekspla producer of lasers
Vilniaus Troleibusai Vilnius Trolley buses, public transport
Vilniaus Autobusai Vilnius Buses, public transport
Vilnius Technical University 
Gea Grasso industrial freezing equipment
Inchcape Motors UAB dealer of the Ford, Mazda, Jaguar, 
  Land Rover, Hyundai
Sostena UAB dealer of Volvo, Renault, Jaguar, 
  Land Rover, Dacia
Aeropolis UAB SAAB
Žibintas UAB dealer of Peugeot
Autoerdve UAB Subaru
Centrako UAB dealer of DAF trucks
Adampolis UAB dealer of MAN trucks
Dotnuvos projektai agricultural tech
AD MEN advertising company

POLAND
Swedwood Poland Sp. z o.o. wood based furniture
Vattenfall Network Services 
Delta Trans Transporte Sp. Z o.o. transport & logistic
Carrara Sp. z o.o. dealer of Ford and Renault
Italcom Sp. z  o.o. equipment for services
Graham Packaging  
Poland Sp. Z.o.o. manufacturer of blow-molded  
  plastic containers
Pfisterer Sp.  z o.o. power and energy technologies
Toyota Motor Manufacturing  
Poland Sp. z o.o. engines manufacturer

UK & IRELAND
Scania truck retailer
Volvo car manufacturer
Land Rover car manufacturer
Nissan car manufacturer
Fire Brigade fire fighting organisation
Network Rail railway company
Scottish Police police force
Boart Long Year mineral exploration, drilling  
  services and drilling products
Ryanair air line
Irish Rail railway company
British Nuclear power producer
BAE Systems (Challenger 2 Tank) military vehicle manufacturer
BAE Systems (Nuclear Subs) 
Offshore Oil 
Guiness drinks maker
Pfizer medicine and chemical producers
Bentley Cars 
Seat Audi VW Apprentice schemes
Wyatt Pharmaceuticals 
Volvo Truck and Bus 

BELGIUM, LUXEMBOURG & THE NETHERLANDS
Almeco solutions for the treatment and  
  transportation of fluids and gases
Sima N.V. paint processing and  
  surface treatment
Assa Abloy/Crawford  installation & service of industrial  
  garage doors
VTC Belgium van equipment
Adirack N.V. second hand storage racks
Alheembouw construction company



TENG TOOLS CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE
- Our customers in selection

HUNGARY
Leier  structural steel fabrication
OSI food industry
HÖPE fireplace production
Strigon fireplace production
Güntner heat exchanger manufacturing

GREECE
Aluminium of Greece aluminium production
Public Power Corporation SA electricity OEM
National Technical University  
of Athens University of technical studies
Karelia Tobacco Co tobacco industry
Hellenic Army Greek armed forces
Agricultural Bank of Greece bank
SKF Greece agency for SKF Bearings
Creta Farm food company
Ionian Hotel Enterprises SA group of hotels
Resilux Pet Preform Products company for PET packaging
Enel Green Power Hellas energy company
Tram SA transportation company
Danaos Shipping Co Ltd shipping company

SPAIN
Provec Racing  (Kawasaki racing team)

PORTUGAL
Auto Sueco Lda car service
TAP air transport
INEG engineering institute
Pinto & Cruz motors and equipment
Siemens maintenance
STCP public transport
Efacec electrical construction

ROMANIA
Autoworld  Audi & VW dealer and service
EVW Holding Daf, Tatra, Isuzu dealer and service
Volvo Romania Volvo trucks dealer and service
RMB Inter Auto  dealer and Service Ford  
  and Hyundai
AUTOKLASS CENTER  dealer and and service Mercedes
ALEX AUTO SERVICE dealer and service Lada
AGRITEHNICA SERVICE dealer and service Fendt

BULGARIA
Roca Bulgaria sanitary equipment - ceramic production
Alcomet aluminium profiles producer
Madara truck’s producer
Transvagon repair and service
Formula 2 transport company
Biks trade company - retailer
Metalvalius Ltd sorting, smelting and alloying scrap metal
Enemona construction activities and engineering 
AQ Electric manufacture of electric switchboards
Atlas Copco tools

CZECH REP
Auto Kelly a.s auto parts & Garage Equipment 
Interconex Mobil a.s. car dealer and service
TEDOM a.s producer of Cogeneration Units
ABB CZ power and automation technologies

SLOVAKIA
František Jankech JAKUB Car & Tire service
MONARCH s.r.o. Car & Tire service
BMBM Servis Tire service

ANGOLA
Sonangol EP  fuel and oil 
CANDANDO distribution
LYON  construction and maintenance
NOCAL   beer factory
SOMILUANA LDA drilling minerals

SOUTH AFRICA
Eskom electricity supplier
Tiger Brands fast-moving consumer packaged goods 

CHINA
Volvo Cars Corporation  car manufacturer 
Jaguar Land Rover   car manufacturer
Qoros Automobile  dealer network
ABB manufacturer
AQ Electric Suzhou electrical cabinets  
Jotun COSCO Marine 
Coatings   
TruckCam wheel alignment systems
Zhejiang Circuit  race track  

NEW ZEALAND
Air New Zealand aircraft maintenance & general service
Ford NZ vehicle service
Holden (GM) NZ vehicle service
Nissan NZ vehicle service
Siemans Windfarms servicing & maintenance of  
  Windfarm Towers
NZ Dairy maintenance service of machinery
RVE 
(Retro Vehicle Enhancments)  repair & installation of aftermarket  
  vehicle components
Continental Cars 
(Ferrari Division)  vehicle servicing & maintenance
AA (Automobile Assciation 
Service/Breakdown Vehicles) vehicle breakdown vehicles
New Zealand Navy Service & maintenance of NZ Navy ships
Wintec (Waikato Institute  
of Technology)  College for vocational training

TAIWAN
Corning Incorporated
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Teng Tools AB
SE-441 80 Alingsås, Sweden
Phone +46 322 60 66 00
E-mail hello@tengtools.com   www.tengtools.com


